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**ABSTRACT**

This article presents the newly started project “Water at ancient Greek sanctuaries: medium of divine presence or commodity for mortal visitors?”, the aim of which is to explore water usage at Greek sanctuaries in Archaic to Hellenistic times. In order to do so the project is divided into three separate studies. The first is how water was used in sanctuaries: where was water accessible through natural and man-made infrastructure, for what activities was it utilized, and which of these can be considered ritual and/or utilitarian? The second focuses on the means by which water was utilized, i.e. how was water management infrastructure adapted to ritual and utilitarian needs, and how did the need and access to water shape ritual and utilitarian activity at the sanctuary? The third part is an overarching analysis, combining the first two parts, which will expand our knowledge of perceptions of human activities in the god’s dwelling: how did ritual and utilitarian uses of water differ at a perceptual level?
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Introduction

Water is essential for the formation of human societies and sites, modern as well as ancient. This is true not the least in the warm and dry climate of the Mediterranean summer. Ancient Greek sanctuaries were no exception to this. In fact, it can be argued that water was more important at sanctuaries than most other sites, as it was necessary for not only survival and utilitarian needs, but also ritual purposes (ritual is here understood as religious ritual). Water usage included for example drinking, cooking and cleaning, beside ritual purification and the washing of cult images. Despite this dual need, within the framework of the study of ancient Greek sanctuaries water has almost exclusively been viewed as serving ritual purposes. Apart from an early study by Martin Ninck, and the seminal study of René Ginouvès, water at sanctuaries has rarely been explored beyond cursory overviews (Ninck 1921; Ginouvès 1962. See also Muthmann 1975; Cole 1988; Lambrinoudakis 1994; Hoessly 2001; Androvitsanea 2014; Yegül 2015; de Cazanove 2015). Consequently, and due to its critical function for survival and ritual activities at Greek sanctuaries, there is a need to document and analyse how water was supplied, used and understood in these settings.

The objective of this article is to present the recently initiated project Water at ancient Greek sanctuaries: medium of divine presence or commodity for mortal visitors? This is a project financed by the Swedish Reserach Council, which will form a five-year study, hosted by Uppsala University, and performed by the three authors on a part-time basis. The aim of the project is to explore the use of water, ritual and utilitarian, in ancient Greek sanctuaries during the Archaic to Hellenistic periods (700–31 BCE). In this article, we will bring attention to the need for such a study, providing theoretical and methodological approaches for studying water usage at
Greek sanctuaries as well as discussing some preliminary findings. The project explores three main aims: 1) How was water used in sanctuaries? Where was water accessible through natural and man-made infrastructure, for what activities was it utilized, and which of these can be considered ritual and/or utilitarian? 2) By which means was water utilized, i.e. how was water management infrastructure adapted to ritual and utilitarian needs, and how did the need and access to water shape ritual and utilitarian activity at the sanctuary? 3) How does the targeted study of water in sanctuaries alter our understanding of Greek cult and religion?

Through our approach, which takes its starting point in a commodity, water, we hope to provide a new methodological framework for the study of activity patterns at Greek sanctuaries, while also joining an emerging field where the totality of sacred space is studied. Studies on the sanctuary as a community formed by the visitors and personnel there are coming to the fore. These concern, among other things, sanctuaries as places for periodic markets, Panhellenic games, and places of refuge (periodic markets: de Ligt & de Neeve 1988; games: Morgan 1990; sanctuaries as places of refuge: Sinn 1992 and 1993; Panhellenism: Scott 2010).

Previous research
Water in Greek religion, and consequently at Greek sanctuaries, is traditionally thought to almost exclusively have had a purificatory function (Eitrem 1915, 76–132; Ginouvès 1962, 327–373; Parker 1983, 226; Burkert 1985, 76). In addition to this, other ritual uses have also been proposed. For example curative functions, especially at healing sanctuaries (Ginouvès 1962; Boudon 1994; Lambrinoudakis 1994; Hoessly 2001) and ritual cleaning of sacred images (Ginouvès 1962, 281–298). The physical remains of fountains, wells, cisterns and baths at sanctuaries have been treated by earlier scholars (for some examples, see Glaser 1983 for fountains generally; Mallwitz 1999, 186–200 for wells in Olympia; Corinth 18:3 for cisterns in the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore and below for bathing), but the actual use of these features, and their role within the sanctuary has not received the same attention.

To understand the purificatory function of water at sanctuaries, we must understand the concept of miasma. Miasma is a religious pollution, which can, but need not be, associated with what we would define as moral wrongdoing. Importantly, a worshipper could not approach the divine with miasma – s/he had to be καθαρός, katharos, clean (Parker 1983; Neumann 1992; Bendlin 2000; Parker 2018). To quote the Hippocratic text *Morb. Sacr.* 148.55–57/4.55–60: “We [humans] mark out the boundaries of

---

4 The full studies are currently under production and expected to be published throughout the project.
temples and temene for the gods so that no one may enter them, we are sprinkled with holy (ἁγνός, hagnos) water, not as being polluted, but as laying aside any other pollution which we formerly had.” (translation by Jones 1923, 151). It is important to note that katharos, the opposite of miaros (μῑᾰρός, “with miasma”), is an almost technical term, whereas hagnos, holy, is a quality which the water is imbued with (Parker 1983, 150; Parker 2018). In terms of purifying worshippers entering the temenos and communicating with the divine, it is mostly assumed that water was the purificatory agent (Ginouvès 1962, passim; Cole 1988). Several words were used for the act. The terms ἁγνίζω and ἁγνεύω stem from hagnos while λούω was used for purifications specifically with water and νίζω when the hands and feet were concerned. Χέρναι was the water used for washing the hands of the priest and participants at a sacrifice.

The concept of water as holy and a purificatory agent was also connected to a notion of divine presence in nature, which, apart from the practical needs of water, could also have influenced the siting of a sanctuary. Water would have a strong connection to naiadeae, or water nymphs living by, or possibly personifying their sources (Ginouvès 1962, 327–373; Larson 2001; Sourvinou-Inwood 2005).

While the purifying agency of water in the sanctuaries cannot be denied, previous scholarship has, for the most part, completely disregarded the practical aspects of water at sanctuaries, providing sustenance for both short and long-term visitors. Especially in sanctuaries hosting Panhellenic games, or catering for the needs of the sick, water structures (water supply installations and baths) were essential. These aspects have been overlooked in modern studies, guided by a will to spot holy agency in all material evidence associated with water at the sacred sites (Ninck 1921; Ginouvès 1962; Cole 1988; Hägg, Marinatos & Nordquist 1988). Camp (1977, 31–32, see also comment on Cole 1988) has even argued that all water in ancient Greece, per definition, was holy. Our study aims to integrate Greek sanctuaries in the full range of social complexity within the ancient communities.

Previous research concerning the technical aspects of water supply at Greek sanctuaries has often focused on single, and almost always monumental, structures. For example, most monumental fountains and installations are well published (e.g. the Sacred Spring at Corinth, see Corinth 1:6; the Castalia in Delphi, for an extensive bibliography see Glaser 1983, 101; the bath at Nemea, see Nemea 1, 188–261). It has also been common practice to publish the fills from wells as the finds within them have attracted great attention (e.g. Caskey 1960; Schauer 1997; Kimmey 2017). In some cases more extensive parts of the total water supply system has been published, such as for the sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia (in particular Isthmia 2, 22–31). Yet, with the exception of the ongoing project Wasser und Kult im Heraion von Samos by the German Institute at Athens, the water supply in sanctuaries has not been systematically explored beyond technical publication. Rarely, if ever, has it been discusses how the water supply affected activities at the sanctuaries.
Concepts and method

In our analysis of water usage at Greek sanctuaries, two theoretical questions are central. The first is how to differentiate between expressions of ritual and utilitarian use of water. The second concerns how to view the agency created through the interaction between water sources/use points and humans at sanctuaries, including how activities at these sanctuaries were shaped by, and in turn shaped water usage. In order to approach these questions we use a framework where the dichotomy has been replaced by a spectrum of ritual and utilitarian usages of water, distributed on a scale from sacred to profane, but without acknowledging the two as profoundly distinct and separate spheres. At the same time, we draw on post-humanist and materialist theories in order to investigate how the mere presence of water influenced activities at sanctuaries.

RITUAL AND UTILITARIAN

In a sacred law from Kos, from the first half of the 2nd century BCE, it is stated that a slave boy was donated to a sanctuary in order take care of "matters, whether sacred (ἱερά) or secular (βέβαλα)" (IG XII.4 349). While we do not intend to primarily explore the tension between sacred and profane, the way in which water and water usage at Greek sanctuaries has almost exclusively been treated as sacred and/or used for ritual activity (Ninck 1921; Ginouvès 1962; Muthmann 1975; Cole 1988; Lambrinoudakis 1994) makes the difference between these terms impossible to avoid. In practice, these differences relate to an ontological bipartition of the world following a division into sacred and profane, both in terms of space and in terms of acts (Ekroth forthcoming).

While utilizing the terms sacred and profane for practical reasons, we do not believe that such a strict dichotomy necessarily existed in antiquity. We rather follow Robert Parkers view that the sacred “appears as the intensely venerable rather than the absolutely other” (Parker 1983, 150–153, see also Goffman 1956, 473–502; Goffman 1972, 47–96 on the same concept). In other words, when entering the god’s temenos, the piece of land set apart for and owned by the god, or participating in a sacrifice at the god’s altar, the worshipper did not enter into another sphere, but rather into a house belonging to an intensely venerable owner. In this approach on the Greek perception of the “sacred”, to sprinkle your hands with water before entering was primarily an act of respect towards the god (cf. Parker 2011, 280, on the concept of respect shown to kings, heroes and gods).

Turning to the spatiality of Greek sanctuaries, they were formed by temene (from τεμενειν, to cut off), areas set apart for the god (Pakkanen 2008, 246; Ekroth forthcoming), but could have additional structures and activities connected to the sanctuary outside of the temenos (Frejman forthcoming). Thus, in one sense there was a very real and sharp divide between sacred and profane space. Humans could use the temenos, but not for any purpose, and it was strictly forbidden to pollute the god’s temenos. In many cases boundary markers, or even walls, indicated where the temenos border was located (Ekroth forthcoming).
In practice, however, the distinction between sacred and profane space could have been far less clear-cut than the border of the temenos (Sinn 2003; Frejman forthcoming). One can also find seemingly contradictory spaces in the ancient texts, such as a ‘bebelon alsos’, a ‘profane sacred grove’ (Aeschylus Supp. 509, see Sinn 1993 for a discussion). Moreover, if we look at the empirical material of water usage in Greek sanctuaries, acts defined by the Greeks as sacred could occur in profane space, as well as profane acts in sacred space. Acts could also transcend ritual boundaries, as did water sources. At the sanctuary of Poseidon at Kalaureia the same water source could be accessed both from inside and outside of the presumed temenos (Wide & Kjellberg 1895, 286; Wells et al. 2005, 135, 199–201, 205; Pakkanen 2008, 243–255; Wells et al. 2008, 41, 44, 109. For the water supply with bibliography, see Klingborg 2017, nos. 264–265). Furthermore, although there was a clear distinction in regulation inside and outside a temenos, and the temenos was clearly a border between more sacred and less sacred space, it is not clear whether the temenos was a border between sacred and profane space. However, in order to achieve a working definition, for the purpose of this project the temenos will be treated as the border between sacred and profane space, while acknowledging that this was not absolute in terms of activities. Moreover, we also hold that within the temenos, different degrees of closeness to the divine was acknowledged. Special purifications could be required for example to enter the abaton, or incubation dormitory, denoting the need to be extra pure when encountering the divine, as well as the higher probability of encountering the god in this particular location (Ehrenheim 2009). At Isthmia, the sacrificial area has been suggested to have been fenced of, as to restrict access and limit onlookers from the stadium below (Gebhard 1993, 169–170).

**SPATIALITY AND MOVEMENT**

Humans are immersed in the space around them; they interact with this space and the things present there, which together makes up their environment (Ingold 1993; 2000, 172–188). This interaction shapes both the environment and the activities therein. In order to understand these interactions, as well as study spatiality and movement in sanctuaries, we draw on frameworks from post-humanism and what is often called new materialism. Though many theoretical perspectives have been consulted (for example Latour 1999; 2005; Barad 2007; Witmore 2007; Hodder 2003; 2012), we are mostly inspired by Tim Ingold, who emphasizes the effect matter has on humans through its properties (Ingold 2007; 2008; 2010). Ingold for example raises the question of how our perception of stone changes depending on if it is dry or wet, due of the material properties of stone (Ingold 2007). Such perspectives could be used to understand the sprinkling of water at sanctuaries in new and intriguing ways, where both the human action of sprinkling, and the material properties of the water and that which is sprinkled interact to produce the desired effect of the ritual. The landscape, in the sense of the space around us and the natural or man-made features there, should likewise not be reduced to a backdrop in which activities took place. It too has an active role in the interactions between
humans and matter. As Ingold notes, humans make their way through the landscape, not over it or across it (Ingold 2000, 241). Humans, things, and landscape can therefore be understood as having co-shaped the archaeological record. In this way, we strive towards a flat ontology and hope to avoid a dualism between non-human and human, nature and culture.

As such, the presence of water sources, installations and use points contributed to forming activities at sites. These activities could, in turn, create further needs for water exploitation and usage. Thus, there is an interconnection of material resources and human needs. Based on this we acknowledge that an interdependent relationship between water sources/installations and humans existed, in contrast to common views holding that humans predominantly shaped activities in sanctuaries. Within this relationship, human action was enabled and shaped through the access to water and installations connected to this, while the water infrastructure was in turn shaped by human needs. For example, the activities in a rural sanctuary without a water source would be limited by how much water could be carried there. This (lack of) interaction with water on site may have generated the need to create a water source. If the same sanctuary was then equipped with a well a new range of activities would be enabled through the combination of the presence of water and wishes of humans participating in activities there; it would make possible longer periods of stay, sacrificial meat could be boiled and implements used in the sacrifice washed. With time, some of these activities may have become considered necessary at the site, turning the well from a useful addition to a necessary component, forcing humans to ensure that it remained functional through maintenance. Furthermore, the agency created between water sources, humans and other structures in sanctuaries would often cause ripple effects. For example, the well may have required maintenance at some point, it could be decided that it was necessary to pave the area around it or create rules for how it could be used – there is evidence for all of these in the empirical material. The well would also provide a new spatial focal point in the sanctuary, as it constituted a place that humans had to frequent in order to perform a wide range of activities. As such, it would create and maintain new movement patterns, in turn influencing other activities at the site and its future development.

Through the complex interactions between water, water installations and humans, activity patterns in the sanctuaries were simultaneously shaped, enabled and limited. Using this theoretical approach in our future analysis will open for a broader aetiology of local variations of cultic expression, both ritual as well as more broadly, concerning social life at the sanctuaries. Importantly, though, this paper will make a first presentation of the potential of the archaeological, literary and epigraphic testimonia chosen for the purpose of our coming study. A comprehensive analysis inspired by perspectives from new materialism will follow after completing the collection and evaluation the sources themselves.
Research foci

In order to reach a fuller understanding of the functions of water at sanctuaries, our project encompasses three interconnected studies outlined below with some central evidence in order to showcase how the project aims can be addressed. The first focuses on the usages of water in Greek sanctuaries, ritual as well as utilitarian. What ritual and utilitarian uses can be identified from textual, epigraphic, and iconographic sources? The analysis will be largely based on the extant literary and epigraphic testimonia. The second explores the spatiality of water at five representative sites. How did the presence – or lack – of water and water sources affect movement and daily life at these sanctuaries? Here we will briefly outline our approach by turning to the material from the sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia. The third study investigates cognitive spheres such as ideas, thoughts, and unspoken practices of ancient water use at sanctuaries. How was water viewed? Was all water sacred as has sometimes been claimed? What rules and perceptions were applicable if a water source was considered sacred? In this article, we exemplify our third study by a sortie into whether springs and fountains (and their water) were viewed as sacred or not within the framework of Greek cults and sanctuaries. Following the publication of each separate study, the project will produce a more comprehensive monograph on the usage of water in Greek sanctuaries.

Using water

Since water installations in sanctuaries have been interpreted in terms of ritual needs, ritual purification has commonly been the suggested use of water, although other ritual uses such as for washing sacred images, as a curative agent, and in connection to oracles also existed. With the help of extensive databases on textual testimonia and archaeological evidence of water availability (e.g. wells, fountains, perirrhantia etc.) our project, however, analyses the details of both ritual and utilitarian water usage.

Knowledge of the details of how purifications were performed relies heavily on the study of Ginouvès (Ginouvès 1962, followed by Parker 1983, 226–227; Burkert 1985, 76; Cole 1988; Bonnechere 2018). The written testimonia in fact rarely give details on the purifications, but inscriptions can help discern varying practices. Commonly, sprinkling with water (presumably from a perirrhantion) when entering a sanctuary is envisioned in modern scholarship. A passage from the Hippocratic corpuses is often used to ascertain this practice (Morb. Sacr. 148.55–57/4.50–60). There were, however, also other forms of ritual purification with water, such as the washing from the head down as attested in the Hellenistic Lex Sacra Yuntağ from Pergamon (Müller 2010). Such purifications would have created a considerably more extensive need for water than just sprinkling, in particular if performed by large groups of individuals. The larger need for water could physically alter the appearance of the area where purifications occurred, often but not necessarily only at the entrance of the temenos, with new water installations, as perirrhantia could not hold enough water for such rituals. Another factor in terms of ritual purification is that while the
use of freshwater is usually envisioned, this was not always the case. In Aristophanes’ *Plutus* seawater was used (Ar. *Plut.* 656; see also Ehrenheim 2015, 36). Here worshippers about to enter the temenos were washed at the sea some distance from the sanctuary. However, in the vast majority of cases the specific way in which the purifications were performed is not mentioned. For example, in a purity regulation from an unknown sanctuary at Eresos dating to the 2nd or beginning of 1st c. BCE (*CGRN* 181 = *IG* XII Suppl., 126) washing is mentioned repeatedly, but not the extent of the washing. Similar formulations only stating that washing occurred also appear in other regulations (*CGRN* 211–214, 217 = *TAM* V, 530; Müller 2003; Comparetti 1926; *Milet* I.7 202; *NGSL*, 7). A careful analysis of all evidence will hopefully reveal the variations and exceptions of the purificatory rituals at sanctuaries, and their need of water.

Beside ritual purification, the washing of images is often discussed (Ginouvès 1962, 283–298). However, actual evidence for such rituals is thin, especially in early periods (Romano 1988, 129). A 3rd century BCE inscription from Athens testifies to the washing of two cult statues before the procession of Aphrodite Pandemos (*CGRN* 136 = *IG* II², 659 = *IG* IV, 840). Yet, similarly to ritual purification, the nature of washing images is often not made explicit, and it did not necessarily take place in the sanctuary or involve freshwater. For example, most scholars believe that the regularly occurring rite of Plyntheria in Athens, where the old image of Athena Polias was re-clothed, also included washing the sculpture in the sea at Phaleron (Herington 1955, 29–30 including a compelling contrary view; Jordan 1979, 35; Dillon 2002, 133). The washing of cult statues in the sea is also known for images of Hera in the Heraion at Samos, and Aphrodite at Paphos on Cyprus (Romano 1988, 129). Washing was also not limited to images of proper gods. In the dossier of a familial cult of Diomedon at Kos, dated to c. 325 BCE, it is specified that the portraits of Diomedon’s ancestors should be washed (*CGRN* 96 = *IG* XII, 4 1:348). While not gods, this seems to point towards a distinct cultic and ritual practice.

Various forms of oracular activity using water are also attested (Halliday 1913, 116–144; Ginouvès 1962, 327–373; Bonnechere 2018). The most famous example is the Pythia at Delphi. Presumably, she bathed in water from the Kastalia spring, and possibly drank from the Kassotis, before pronouncing the future, although evidence for this is considerably thinner than usually assumed (Eurip. *Phoen.* 222–225; Paus. 10.24.7; Parke 1978; Fontenrose 1988, 83–84; Dillon 1997, 83–84). Other examples include the sanctuaries of Apollo at Didyma and Klaros, as well as the oracle of Demeter at Patras (Herbillon 1929, 34; Fontenrose 1988, 83–84). On a much smaller scale the excavations under Jutta Stroszeck at Kerameikos have most recently located an oracle well, still to be published in full (Stroszeck 2016, 31–35). In a considerably less securely identified instance, Thomas Dunbabin (1951) suggested that the oracle at Perachora (mentioned only once, Strabo 8.22) involved *phialai* sinking or floating in a pool. Water in sanctuaries could also have other miraculous abilities, such as at the sanctuary of Zeus at Taenarum on the Peloponnese where a spring was said
to once have had the ability to show harbours and ships to those gazing into the water (Paus. 3.25.8).

Bathing could be both utilitarian and ritual in healing sanctuaries (e.g. Ginouvès 1962, 349–361). Most often bathhouses were placed, or interpreted to have been placed, outside the temenos border. In terms of ritual activities curative bathing is testified in Roman sources (e.g. Boudon 1994; Wickkiser forthcoming), and has often been presupposed for the Classical and Hellenistic periods (Ginouvès 1962, 349–361). For example, at the Asklepieion of Corinth it has been suggested that a chamber close to the space interpreted as abaton was used for baths before incubation during Classical and Hellenistic times (Corinth 14, 26, 46–50, 157). Similarly, Ginouvès, based on Kavvadias’ excavation reports, wrote that the well by the abaton at Epidauros, as well as the earliest bath, were used for ablutions before incubation. Ginouvès is indecisive on the ritual uses of the baths at Troizen, as they also offered hot water. The baths at Gortys, and above all Cos, he, however, interprets as not only serving as a preparatory ablution before incubation, but also hygienic as well as medical purposes. Wickkiser (forthcoming), cautiously suggests, on the analogy of water cures in Hippocratic writings, that curative uses of water in Asklepieia antedates the Roman testimonia at hand (for influences of Hippocratic medicine on Asclepian cures, see Ehrenheim forthcoming). Monika Trümper (2014), on the other hand, clearly states that the Greek baths at the Asklepieion of Epidauros were not used in any curative function.

Looking at evidence on water usage at Epidauros in Classical times, there is a healing inscription written down around 350 BC, upon an earlier original (IG IV², 1, 121.1–7, iama A1; for the date see LiDonnici 1995, 76–82. It relates how a woman miraculously gave birth to a full-grown son, outside the temenos, who then got up by himself and washed in the fountain. Notably, here the water is included in the story as a source of getting clean, not any form of ritual usage. Complexities such as this, and how to interpret the textual material in the light of archaeological finds, offer good reasons to look at the evidence on water sources in Greek sanctuaries anew and make a comprehensive evaluation.

Turning to purely utilitarian uses of water, major bath installations without known ritual functions exists at e.g. the large Panhellenic sanctuaries at Olympia (Mallwitz 1972), Delphi (Ginouvès 1962), Isthmia (Gregory 1995, 303–312) and Nemea (Nemea 1, 188–261). Smaller sanctuaries, such as the sanctuary of Aphaia on Aegina, could also host baths, albeit more rarely (Furtwängler 1906, 94–95). The exact function of these baths is debated (cf. Fournet et al. 2013). There is also evidence suggesting non-ritual uses, such as an inscription from Epidauros testifying to how a blind man lost his oil bottle in the bath during seemingly non-ritual circumstance (iama C 22; Ehrenheim 2015, 37–38). Though it is doubtless an area in need of further investigations, in general, it is quite possible that bathing installations became desirable as the activities at a sanctuary grew enough to include a large number of participants.

Other than bathing, non-ritual water uses at Greek sanctuaries have rarely been systematically explored (except for Panessa 1983 and Klingborg
Despite the scholarly interest in water for ritual purposes, the evidence for utilitarian uses strongly suggests that these needs were considerably greater in terms of the required volume. For example, water was needed for drinking, cooking, washing and watering of plants and animals (Klingborg forthcoming).

Drinking relates to both humans and animals. Notably there is, to our knowledge, only one known occurrence where humans were directly restricted from freely accessing water at a sanctuary for drinking (LSCG 178 = IG I3, 256, but see also Thuc. 4.97.3). This is important because it suggests that the way in which a specific water sources was viewed – e.g. as sacred, the property of the god, or simply as a regular water source – did not matter when it came to human drinking. A small number of cases where animals were restricted from drinking from specific sources in sanctuaries or on the gods’ property are also known (LSCG 79, 25–26 = CID 4, 108; CGRN 181 = IG XIII Suppl., 126).

However, regardless of local rules, both humans and animals in sanctuaries would need to drink water in order to survive and consequently stress the water supply one way or another. For humans this means a consumption of at least 2.5–3 litres per day (Reed & Reed 2013, table 9.1. See also Klingborg & Finné 2018 on human water consumption). On an individual basis, such small volumes present no issue, but as soon as we envision thousands of festival visitors staying for days or even weeks, the volumes quickly become very large indeed. If we assume that the number of people that could fit in a stadium reflects the number of visitors to a major sanctuary during a festival, then we should expect that humans alone used hundreds of thousands of litres per day only for drinking. For example, at Nemea it has been estimated that the stadium could hold between 30,000 and 70,000 spectators (Nemea 2, 28–29, n. 57).

Exactly how much water animals consume depend on species, time of year, and other factors such as if the animal was to be sacrificed immediately, but in general it can be assumed that they required between 5 and 10 times as much water as humans. This, of course, includes not only sacrificial animals, but also beasts of burden, horses and donkeys for transportation etc. that would be needed also after the activities that brought them to the sanctuary. Animal victims are especially interesting in terms of water consumption. It is unclear if it was deemed unnecessary to water them as they were to be sacrifices shortly anyways, or, perhaps especially important in order to keep the offering in good shape. But regardless of how much water a victim consumed in life, the need for water would often increase with its death as sacrificial meat was usually boiled (Ekroth 2007; 2010; 2017, 21). Consequently, depending on how soup-like such sacrificial meals would have been, we should envision that a considerable volume of water was used for cooking.

Cooking would in turn have required the washing of implements used unless they were discarded after a specific sacrifice. Possibly, regulations forbidding washing or dumping of objects in fountains or springs in or around sanctuaries are a reaction to such issues (e.g. Delos, SEG 56, 950 = Siard 2006; Keos, IG XII 5, 569; Kos, IG XII 4, 285; Pergamon, OGIS 483
However, washing and cleaning must also have been part of the regular maintenance of sanctuaries. A 3rd c. BCE inscription from Kalaureia (CGRN 106 = IG IV, 840) regulates the annual cleaning of a statue of a woman who had donated money to the cult. Similarly, cleaning of altars (CGRN 99 = IGCyr 016700) and stoas are also attested (Decourt & Tziafas 2015; Parker & Scullion 2016).

Finally, the vegetation in sanctuaries would also need water in order to survive, not to mention flourish. In fact, Plato specifies in the Laws that spring water should be transported using water pipes in order to beautify alse and temene (Pl. Leg. 6.761c). There is also plenty of evidence for planting new trees in sanctuaries or taking care of existing ones (e.g. IG II² 2499; IG I¹ 84). Prohibitions against cutting wood in sanctuaries (e.g. LSCG 37 [IG II², 1362], 65, 84) as well as against animals grazing there (e.g. LSCG 91, 104 = IG XII 9, 90), further supports that the vegetation was looked after.

We see clearly how an expanding sanctuary would create a need for new wells, cisterns and water distribution systems. In turn, these structures would facilitate new activities. Examples like these further raise the question of how the uses of water intermingled. Such as if the water for ritual and utilitarian use were drawn from the same sources, or made available from the same installations or waterworks at the sanctuary? From the above-mentioned examples of ritual and utilitarian water usage at Greek sanctuaries, we may for now only conclude that the subject is vast, still mostly unexplored, and that a study of water in Greek sanctuaries as a commodity may help us understand sanctuaries not only as a religious entity, but also administrative, legal, and above all, social phenomena.

**PHYSICALITY AND SPATIALITY OF WATER**

Once the various uses of water at sanctuaries have been explored through literature and epigraphy, the project will turn towards where water resources existed in and around sanctuaries, as well as how this affected the activities at these places. Due to the large number of excavated sites, it is not possible to perform a comprehensive study of the water management at all Greek sanctuaries. Consequently, this study focuses on fully exploring the water management at five representative sanctuaries, while also using evidence from other sanctuaries as comparative material in the interpretative process. The data will be integrated into a Geographical Information System (GIS), which can be used as an analytical tool and database for the development of water features at each sanctuary. The sanctuaries to be studied comprehensively are 1. The Asklepieion at Messene, 2. The sanctuary of Demeter and Kore at Corinth, 3. The sanctuary of Apollo and Athena at Argos, 4. The Argive Heraion and 5. The sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia.

A primary concern when selecting case studies was to identify sites where large areas had been excavated in order to explore movement patterns and spatiality. This led to the choice of sites where excavations started relatively early, and that consequently have a long, and in many cases challenging, history of archaeological work. The excavations of such sites have almost always been shaped by traditional, often art historical, agendas.
while everyday material has either been discarded or eluded publication. Yet, turning to more recently excavated sites would offer other difficulties. Modern fieldwork is considerably more careful, and consequently both excavation and publication is a lengthy process. Because of this, the spatial extent of the investigations is often limited. Therefore, despite the problems posed by using large early excavations, for our purposes, these, overall, provide more material to work with for the spatial aspects of interest here.

The five sanctuaries have been chosen because they compose a representative sample of different layouts and sizes, locations in the landscape, as well as different divinities, each with their specific cultic needs. Furthermore, they have been thoroughly explored and are published, although some of the publications are by now admittedly old (see e.g. Waldstein 1902; 1905; Vollgraf 1956; Isthmia 2; Corinth 18:3; Themelis 2003; Sioumpara 2011). Three are situated in, or very close to cities (nos. 1–3), while two are situated in rural areas (nos. 4, 5). Three are of considerable size (nos. 1, 4, 5) and two are smaller (nos. 2, 3). In addition, one is found among the sanctuaries visited in the Panhellenic festival cycle (no. 5). There is also a distinct difference in movement patterns for these sanctuaries. Two of the sanctuaries (nos. 2, 4) represent places without other obvious attractions than the cult itself, thus visitors would be moving to and from the sanctuaries primarily because of the cult. Two sanctuaries (nos. 3, 5) were situated along roads, thus likely attracting passers-by. In contrast to this, sanctuary no. 1 in Messene was located at the heart of the city, thus drawing people into the urban sphere. Finally, the Panhellenic sanctuary at Isthmia (no. 5) attracted very large crowds at regular intervals, producing a particular rhythm of ritual activity.

The deities at these sanctuaries also had different ritual needs and practices. The cults to Athena, Hera and Poseidon, although specific as to their individual geographical context, represent deities who were not highly specialized as concerns their preferred cultic approach or range of prayers they would grant. Apollo displays a variation of this pattern, giving oracles, and having ritually prepared media to communicate with the god. In contrast, the cult of Demeter and Kore was characterised by mysteries and ritual dining, and the cult of Asklepius was closely associated with healing and miracles. Within this framework, his cult was characterised by unusually extensive water management and use. Springs and fountains, rare at other sanctuaries, are a common feature at Asklepieia, as are baths (Ginouvès 1962; Glaser 1983; Yegül 1992). Similarly, the ritual dining at sanctuaries to Demeter and Kore in Corinth required specific installations, including water supply structures. The water supply of the sanctuary at Corinth comprises a series of cisterns, all denoting different activity zones by their spatial relation to other structures. Two cisterns by the hestiatorion (Klingborg 2017, nos. 251 & 252) were clearly used in connection with cooking and cleaning while another (no. 253) may have served similar functions. A fourth cistern (no. 250) was located by the propylon, suggesting different uses such as ritual purification and the watering of animals and humans who had just climbed the steep slope (Klingborg 2017, 97, 110).
Isthmia can be used to exemplify the array of water features that could exist at Greek sanctuaries, how these have been treated in earlier scholarship, and a brief look into how using post-humanism affects our interpretation. At the site, water features have been noted both at, and further away from the temenos. The earliest water supply structure is an impressively large well just south of the temenos, approximately 5 meters in diameter and almost 20 meters deep (Fig. 1, green) (Isthmia 2, 22–24). The date of construction is uncertain. If using the framework of needs created through human–water interaction at the site, we may hypothesize that an older water sources had created a demand for water, which grew until it was necessary to expand the supply.

The large well appears to have been backfilled during the mid-5th century BCE. However, the need for water did not disappear, the earlier source (the well) had affected activities at the sanctuary, and with its disappearance, the activities would now dictate the need for a new source. The source and the activities formed by the access to water were now part of the same meshwork, to use the words of Ingold (2010), or entangled, if following Hodder (2012). Therefore, instead of the large well, water channels were drawn in from the west of the temenos to the entrance of it in the north, to the earlier stadion, to the location of the large backfilled well, and to the so-called ‘West Waterworks’ (Fig. 1, blue and red). This last installation, presumably the primary replacement of the earlier well, consisted of three shaft shaped cisterns connected by almost 45 m of tunnels. The result was that water could be accessed just a few meters from the former well, and at two other locations closer to the temple (Isthmia 2, 27–29; Klingborg 2017, nos. 261–263). Moreover, the northernmost cistern was connected through a pipe with a small basin in an unusually shaped, and at least partly subterranean, structure, featuring water proofed staircases and a bench. Unfortunately, the upper levels of the whole Waterworks have been destroyed, which makes it difficult to ascertain how it functioned.

These difficulties were noted by the excavator, but it was still concluded that the system could not have been of purely utilitarian use. Based on a slight inclination of the pipe connecting the system to the basement (Fig. 1, purple), and thereby the expected direction of water flow that would consequently have resulted in a very limited amount of usable water, it was suggested that this part of the West Waterworks played a role in religious rites, while the system as such was intended for common use during the festivals (Isthmia 2, 28–29). While this interpretation is understandable, in practice the water was probably pushed in the opposite direction, up the pipe. Presumably, water was collected on the roof of the partly subterranean structure and channelled to the basin which functioned as a settling basin. After this, the water was channelled up the pipe into the cistern system, as an additional cleaning measure. Such arrangements are known from other Greek sites, and reduced the volume of pollutants entering the system (Klingborg 2017, 38–40). The connection to ritual activity can therefore reasonably be questioned in this case. Other more utilitarian explanations could likely be sought among the set of activities
Fig. 1. Map of the surroundings of Isthmia. The temenos is in the centre, marked “Temple of Poseidon”. Detailed plan of the temenos area in the upper left corner. Features discussed in the text marked with colour as follows: Green, large well. Blue, pre-Roman water channels. Red, the so-called “West water works”. Purple, lined basement. Yellow, areas where water features have been found in the surroundings of the temenos. After *Isthmia* 2, plan 2; X, plan 1. http://files.webb.uu.se/uploader/1338/Fig-1.jpg
created and shaped within the framework of the relationship between the water sources and humans in the sanctuary. The earlier interpretation of the West Waterworks also conforms to a common occurrence in previous scholarship on water at sanctuaries, namely the likelihood of water features receiving cultic interpretations on questionable grounds (Broneer 1955, 122: *Isthmia* 2, 28–29).

In addition to more permanent water infrastructure, evidence for birdbath-like basins are commonly found in sanctuaries, including several at Isthmia. These are usually interpreted as περιρραντήρια, a type of basin used to hold water for ritual purifications. As such, they would have formed important nodes of water usage in these contexts because individuals often had to approach them when in need of purification. In essence, they can exemplify how the interaction between water sources and humans shaped movement patterns. Commonly it is assumed that most of these perirrhanteria were located by the entrances of the sanctuaries (Fullerton 1986, 207), but they are also found in other areas within temene. For instance, in the sanctuary of Asclepius at Epidauros, 34 dedicatory inscriptions of perirrhanteria from the Classical to Hellenistic period are attested (Melfi 2005, 148–174). This suggests that there could be a large number of places in a sanctuary where water was used for ritual purification, and a systematic investigation of the number and placement of these vessels might reveal activity zones at the sanctuaries. Yet, as with other aspects of water usage at Greek sanctuaries, basins of this type must not always have been used for ritual purposes. A very similar type of basin for more profane use was denoted by the term λουτήριον (Pimpl 1997). These louteria could be used for washing of the hands before a meal (although Pimpl 1997 argues that such washing was as ritual as the sprinkling of χέρνης) and depictions on black and red figure vases suggest that women used them when washing dishes or clothes, grinding grains and cooking (Lewis 2002, 75–79). Notably, all of these activities took place in sanctuaries.

Many water installations have also been noted in the surroundings of Isthmia (Fig. 1, yellow). Bathing facilities from the Greek period have been found both in the Rachi settlement (Anderson-Stojanović 1996, 67, 71), and below the remains of a Roman bath north of the temenos (Gregory 1995, 303–312). At Rachi, cisterns and a well have been excavated (Anderson-Stojanović & Reese 1993; Anderson-Stojanović 1996). Furthermore, roughly 400 metres southwest of the temple, in the so-called sacred glen, a structure with waterproof basins has been interpreted as some form of commercial establishment. Close to this, an elongated toilet with adjacent well has been found (*Isthmia* 2, 113–116). As lavatories are rare in Greek sanctuaries this water installation offers a unique opportunity to explore how such basic human needs affected activities and movements. The later stadion was equipped with channels and basins at the edges of the racecourse, and an extensive drainage system to divert the stream previously flowing in its location, as well as a fountain (*Isthmia* 2, 55–63). There are long tunnels just northwest of the temenos, functioning as a cistern, labelled
the Northwest Reservoir in the publications (*Isthmia* 2, 29–31; Klingborg 2017, nos. 257–260). This cistern could have served the camp for the festival visitors, as is it placed wholly outside the temenos.

The use of GIS when studying the spatial aspects of water features enables detailed spatial questions to be asked to the material, as well as integration of topographical and other geographical data. The location of water sources can for example be analysed in relation to each other, producing heat maps indicating either the presence of water in the ground, or in the case of man-made features, the desired location of water at the sanctuary. Expected runoff paths, or possible channel connections between water features can also be analysed utilizing digital elevation models. The GIS will function as a database for known water features at the five sites included in the study.

**“Whether Sacred or Secular”: Water and the Shaping of Activity**

The third part of our project turns from the empirical, practical, aspects of water usage in Greek sanctuaries in order to focus on ideas, thoughts, and unspoken practices of ancient water use at sanctuaries. This incorporates a number of questions central for our understanding of these sites. What did it mean that a water source was sacred? Did it simply belong to the god or was it sacred by its own right in the sense of a xoanon? And what about water? Was the water produced by a sacred spring also sacred? Could sacred water be produced from non-sacred sources? Was water used for ritual purification sacred per default? Or as water simply a medium in the rituals, for which it was irrelevant to specify if it was sacred or not?

As this final part of the project builds upon the results of the previous two parts, we cannot offer any definite outline as of yet. However, we may exemplify with one of our case studies: whether springs and fountains (and their water) were viewed as sacred or not within the framework of Greek cults and sanctuaries (for the difference between springs and fountains, see Wycherley 1937; Tölle-Kastenbein 1985). As a point of departure, it is notable that these installations were considerably rarer in Greek sanctuaries than often assumed – Franz Glaser in his work on known fountains (krenai) in Greece only knew of 36 *Brunnenbauten* in such contexts (Glaser 1983, 176). Those that are known have, however, almost always been labelled as sacred in modern scholarship (Elderkin 1940, 51; Papadimitriou 1963, 115; Steinsapir 1999, 187; Nielsen 2009, 94, 96–97, 102; Häland 2009; Longfellow 2012, 143). One such example is a fountain close to temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (Glaser 1983, no. 7). No ancient text labels it sacred, but modern scholarship does (*Tegea* 2, 8, 15; Vila 2000, 198–199; it is not designated as sacred in Paus. 8.47.4, cf. Mendel 1901, 246). Often a ritual use of a spring’s water is envisioned, perhaps due to contemporary Orthodox uses of the water (cf. Häland 2009). In many cases, there is a continuity in usage between a spring sacred to the nymphs, and its later Christian history, but the cultic uses and perceptions of its water need not have been the same. To denote springs as specifically sacred in modern scholarship suggests a separate status, as other structures in the sanctuary,
such as altars, temples or stoas are not treated in the same way. A cursory identification of springs in sanctuaries as sacred is problematic, as it masks the complexity of how water was viewed in ancient contexts.

There were in fact several ways in which the water in springs and fountains at sanctuaries may have been perceived. However, contrary to general perceptions these structures are rarely specifically denoted as hieros in textual sources before Roman times. This is in contrast to rivers, which are commonly called hieros from an early period (e.g. Hom. Od. 10.351; Hes. Op. 788; Eur. Med. 410). In one rare early case, the Telphousa spring (πηγή) in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo (3.263) was labelled hieros. Furthermore, later in the poem after founding Delphi, Apollo took the opportunity to declare the fountain (now called a κρηνή) of sacred Telphousa (Τελφούσης ιερής) his own – the nymph and the spring being one and the same (Hom. Hymn. Ap. 3.375–378). In later authors, particularly Pausanias, sacred springs occur considerably more frequently, for example at the oracle of Pasiphaë at Thalamis on the Peleponnesos (3.26.1), springs sacred to Hermes (8.16.1) and Dionysos (8.32.3) in Arcadia, as well as a spring sacred to Ares in Thebes (9.10.5). Possibly, the more frequent mention of sacred springs in Pausanias has encouraged modern scholars to label them as such since the author was often used as a guide during early excavations. Further examples are found in Diodorus Siculus (Hist. 17.50.3) and Dionysius of Halicarnassus (6.13.4).

Literary sources also attest to a strong connection between water sources and nymphs – in Plato’s Phaedrus (230b) a place is called sacred, or belonging to the nymphs and Achelous, due to the presence of a spring and small dedications surrounding it. The spring itself, or its water, is not explicitly stated to be sacred, the word is merely denoting ownership: “And it seems to be a sacred place of some nymphs and of Achelous, judging by the figurines and statues.” (Trans. Fowler 1914, 423).\(^5\)

Notably divine ownership did not necessarily mean that water was sacred or used for sacred purposes. A sacred law, dated to c. 400 BCE, from a sanctuary of the nymphs in Attica preserves rules regulating the drawing of water (LSCG 178; IG II 256; Meyer 2004; Koerner 1974, 173). Individuals who wanted to drink (πίνω) from the Halykos, presumably a fountain or spring, had to deposit (καταθήκη) an obol. Doing so would allow the person to keep on drinking from the source throughout the year. But it was also possible to draw an amphora of water at one time for the cost of one drachma. Failure to follow the rules was punished with a fine of 50 drachma. While there is no indication of how the water was used it is difficult to imagine that drinking from it constituted a religious act. In fact, in most cases there is no indication that a specific spring or its water had a special quality to it. In a miracle from the Asklepieion at Lebena (IC I, XVII, 21), a father and a son in turn are directed towards running water to

\(^5\) “Νυμφῶν τέ τινων καὶ Αχελώου ιερόν ἀπὸ τῶν κορῶν τε καὶ ἀγαλμάτων ἔοικεν εἶναι".
supply the sanctuary. It is instructive, as it mentions nothing of the water being used in lustrations, or even being sacred, for that matter. That it is plentiful is the important matter, and one can well understand that there would have been no sanctuary at Lebena, where worshippers would stay the night, without a water supply.

On the other side of the spectrum, some water sources were marked only for ritual use. During the Peloponnesian war, the Boiotians complained that the Athenians had drawn “for common use the water [ὕδωρ] which was untouched by themselves except for use in lustrations [ἱερὴ χέρνυς] connected with the sacrifices.” (Thuc. 4.97.3, translation by Smith 1920). In a quite different case of limiting the use of a water source an inscription from Delphi records a spring or fountain called the Kerameia outside of the sanctuary where only sacred beasts (i.e. belonging to the sanctuary) were allowed to drink (LSCG 79, 25–26 = CID 4, 108). Clearly, water resources could be reserved for specific, and sometimes ritual, purposes.

Moving on, there is also the question whether there was anything special about the nature or quality of the water used in cult making it suitable for ritual tasks. In a passage in the Iliad (6.266), where Hector offers a libation, he stresses the importance of approaching the gods with clean hands. This is the essence of purifications performed before entering a god’s sanctuary or temenos: to approach the gods respectfully. But nothing is said of what the purificatory water was to consist of: just any water? For the most cases, and as many sanctuaries were well-visited, this may not have mattered. The perirrhanteria were filled from whatever source the sanctuary drew its water. But a few notable testimonia show that some types of water did matter more. Water from springs and seawater appear to be such types.

If we look at offerings of water libations, in Sophocles’ Oedipus Coloneus (469–470) the water is fetched from a fountain (krene). In a similar example, a wish is expressed in Euripides’ Hysipyle (752H) that the water used for libations should come from running water, not a still, or stagnant source. It is easy to envisage how muddy water was not an acceptable medium for purification in the eyes of the gods. Of course, spring water at a sanctuary would have been less stagnant than water from a still source, but it needs not have been that water from a well or a covered cistern at a sanctuary must have been dirty or perceived as of inferior quality (Klingborg 2017, 83–86).

Turning to seawater in the context of sanctuaries and cults it appears above all as purificatory, and at a higher level than just the step taken before entering a sanctuary. In an example, from Iphigenia in Tauris (Eur. IT 1039, 1193), Orestes is to be purified in seawater, described as more potent for purifications than spring water. Similarly, in a later testimonium, Circe, washes her head, hair and clothing in the sea in order to dispel bad dreams, (Ap. Rhod. Arg. 4.659–687). A sacred law from Ceos of the 5th century BCE states that funeral is to be cleansed with sea water, affirming this perception (LSCG 97 = IG XII 5, 593). In a later 3rd c. BCE text, concerning Heracles’ childhood, his mother is to cleanse the palace, and she does this with a mixture of salt and “non-profane water”, “ἀβλαβὲς ὕδωρ”
(Theocr. 24.97). Thus, if you did not have the sea at hand, the same purificatory effect might be had by mixing in salt. What “non-profane water” is, is not explained.

Some sacred laws indeed speak of purifications at a higher level of a sanctuary (from e.g. a death inside the temenos), but seawater is not mentioned as such for these types of purifications (e.g. LSAM 14 = ItP 264). In other words, the type of water could matter for ritual purposes. Seawater was normally not at hand upon entering a sanctuary, but when present, it could be used for high level cleansings (Ar. Plut. 660, where Ploutos, who is about to incubate in the Asklepieion, is cleansed in seawater before entering the sanctuary).

Overall, the material testifies to heterogeneous practices in regards to use and status of water and water sources in connection to Greek sanctuaries. As the first examples of springs show, a good and clean water source at a sanctuary might be used both for drinking, watering animals, as well as for ritual purposes. In other words, as seen already by these few examples, on a cognitive level, the quality of the water did matter in ritual, but a source sacred to the god need not have been limited to ritual use. The mapping out of existing water sources at a sanctuary and their spatial relationship to ritual activity zones and utilitarian ones will no doubt shed further light on cognitive dimensions of water usage at Greek sanctuaries. Our investigation will therefore illuminate the interplay between practicalities and the shaping of ritual at Greek sanctuaries, or in other words, the interplay between actors and things, and the settings where these interact.

Summary and future directions

The above presented project will document and analyse textual, epigraphic and iconographical evidence for ritual and utilitarian water usage at Greek sanctuaries in Archaic to Hellenistic times. These uses may involve purifications before entering the sanctuary or before a sacrifice, or the washing of statues of the gods. It could further involve cooking, dining, as well as cleaning and gardening, not to speak of the great needs of water for drinking at festivals and games.

Water-installations at a selection of five sanctuaries will be documented, through a GIS model, and analysed according to activity zones. The sanctuaries we have chosen for such an in-depth study are the Asklepieion at Messene, the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore at Corinth, the sanctuary of Apollo and Athena at Argos, The Argive Heraion, and the sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia. These sanctuaries will provide a sample of variations in layout, size, locations in the landscape/cityscape, as well as different divinities with, presumably, different cultic needs as concerns the use of water. We hope thus to establish a methodology, which through a GIS mapping of water sources and water supply systems may be successful in identifying activity zones and which different water sources were vital for profane or ritual usages of water.
Finally, an overarching analysis, combining the first two parts, will hopefully expand our knowledge of perceptions of human activities in the god’s dwelling: how did ritual and utilitarian uses of water differ at a perceptual level? How did the presence of water at a sanctuary shape ritual as well as utilitarian activities? Was water, when present in a god’s sanctuary, considered to be belonging to the god (or even to some measure part of the divine sphere?), and to be used primarily in ritual activities? Did the quality itself of water matter for ritual or utilitarian uses, or were practical consideration what shaped the activities? We hope to be able to answer questions such as these, and by so doing, cast light on ideas and unspoken practices in Greek cult concerned with a range of activities tied to water, from purifications to games, fairs and festivals.
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